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I. Determinants of provision and appropriation

When a resource is under common property, access is restricted to members of the community,

creating the potential of avoiding the tragedy of the commons that characterizes resource use under open

access (Bromley). Serious difficulties remain, however, in managing the resource in a way that is

socially optimum because of the rival nature of appropriation by individual members. Achieving the

social optimum requires either inducing a non-cooperative behavior by individual members that mimics

what cooperative behavior would dictate, or inducing cooperative behavior. A number of set ups have

been identified where the first holds, for instance when the payoffs correspond to a chicken game, an

assurance game, or tit-for-tat, or the Folk Theorem in repeated games (Bardhan, 1993; Nugent, 1993).

There is a vast qualitative literature on the determinants of cooperation, with some success stories but

also many failures (Wade, 1987; Ostrom, 1992). If, in addition, cooperation is costly, socially optimum

resource use may deviate from the first best costless cooperative solution to an extent that reflects the

importance of these costs (see section III below). Hence, even when there is cooperation, observed

resource use relative to the costless social optimum appears as if there were different qualities of

cooperation in communities characterized by differential costs of cooperating. If we are advocating

cooperation as a solution to misuse of common property resources (CPR), we consequently need to

develop models that can explain why we observe these presumed different qualities of cooperation

across communities. While there are many "soft" arguments about the costs of cooperation, we lack a

theory that formalizes the quality of cooperation achieved, expliciting the origins and consequences of

transactions costs in determining cooperative outcomes. It is the first objectives of this paper to propose

such a model.
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externality on others, and each provider under-provides. This is the CPR equivalent to the Marshallian

disincentive in sharecropping created by the fact that the tenant only captures a share of the product

created by his labor provision. How much effort the non-cooperative provider will make hence depends

on the rules for appropriation of the resource. These rules may be exogenous, for instance egalitarian

sharing or sharing proportional to an asset position such as land to be irrigated. The total amount to be

appropriated also depends on the quality of cooperation. In this case, the level of provision depends on

the quality of cooperation achieved in appropriation.

If cooperation fails, and the good is a total stock to be allocated among members like water

available in an irrigation system, increased appropriation by some implies lesser appropriation by others.

This leads to eventual socially sub-optimal allocation, but without creating negative cost externalities

across users. If, however, as in the case of grazing on CPR pastures, each community member only pays

1/M-th of the cost of what he appropriates, this creates a negative externality on others. This induces

excess appropriation, replicating the tragedy of the commons within a closed CPR. Models of

appropriation in CPR have usually conceptualized this effect taking the level of provision as given. This

is for instance the case for the classical fisheries models developed by Dasgupta and Heal (1979) and

Stevenson (1991) where the stock of fish is affected by appropriation, but not by a separate decision on

provision. It is the second objective of this paper to propose a model that links provision to the quality

of cooperation in appropriation when there are negative externalities in appropriation.

Finally, it is obvious that provision and the quality of cooperation in appropriation need to be





cooperation in appropriation (- n), and with the price of livestock. It decreases with the size of the

community and with the price of agricultural products. This latter effect is due to the negative

externality that prevails in provision, irrespective of the quality of cooperation in appropriation.

III. Linking cooperation in appropriation to provision

We now take as given the solution to the provision problem, resulting in a predetermined total

amount of land in common pastures. The community should now decide on the optimum total number

of animals to be grazed on these pastures so the group will maximize profits. The gains from

cooperation in appropriation are well-known whenever there are negative externalities associated with

use. The community, however, faces costs to cooperation — costs involved in devising rules and in

monitoring and enforcing any agreed upon stocking levels. Thus far in the literature, costs of

cooperating have largely been considered "fixed", in the sense that they do not change with the agreed-

upon level of use (see for example Seabright, 1993). Given fixed costs of cooperation, it would appear

as if there are only two possible outcomes for the group: either costs are sufficiently high that no

cooperation can be sustained, or costs are sufficiently low that cooperation can prevail But, if

cooperation can be achieved, there is no reason for the group not to choose the best possible outcome.-'

This is not what we observe when we carry observations across communities. To allow for varying

levels of quality in cooperating, we introduce costs to cooperation which change with the level of

agreed-upon stocking levels.4 This specification leads to the determination of an agreed-upon level of

appropriation that is higher than the social optimum that would prevail if there were no costs of

enforcement. This outcome resembles a variable "level" of cooperation, when it is in fact a fully

cooperative outcome which balances benefits and costs of obtaining cooperation.

The literature is divided on the effect of the quality and abundance of the common resource,

and hence on the effect of the level of provision, on the incentive to cooperate. One can argue that

"cooperation" is more likely to arise as the resource becomes more scarce (as availability declines, at

3 This statement requires that we abstract from imperfect information problems. In our model, we
assume perfect information on use rates, which seems to be particularly well-suited in describing
pastoral operations in village economies.
4 A few researchers have been concerned with the optimal number of group members, and specify that
transactions costs involved in supporting cooperative agreements are likely to increase with the number
of members. In our model, as in village economies in general, the membership base is fixed.







provision and appropriation. We saw that the resulting levels of provision and appropriation differ from

those predicted from separate decisions.

If the agency that decides on cooperation in appropriation anticipates the impact that

appropriation has on provision, the problem becomes a principal agent situation. The community thus

has only one instrument — cooperation in appropriation — to resolve two problems: achieve a high

quality level of cooperation to reduce over-appropriation and to induce a higher level of provision.

Since appropriation responds positively to the quality of cooperation, the incentive for the community is

to increase spending in enforcing cooperation in appropriation since it creates a positive externality on

provision. Hence, we should observe higher quality cooperation in communities where provision by

members is more sensitive to appropriation. Incentives to cooperate should thus be greater in forestry

and grazing where provision is important than in fisheries where there is no provision problem.

Finally, cooperation may well apply to both provision and appropriation decisions. In this case,

the community can internalize all externalities and achieve a true social optimum. This model of costly

cooperation with joint provision and appropriation decisions is left to be developed.
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